Beso Table
Collection

BESO TABLE
designed by Khodi Feiz

Interaction, meeting, conversation and teamwork are indispensable in many
activities in the modern working environment. With Beso Table, designed
by Khodi Feiz, Artifort meets these requirements. With a wide selection of
tabletop options, powder-coat colours for the metal legs and the solid oak
beam, this design is simultaneously understated while at the same time
stands out.
The construction of the table legs goes inwards, which ensures optimal
space for your legs under the table. This means that an extra chair can be
placed at the head of the table. The metal legs swing open to the left and
right of the beam, so that the construction supports the table well.

Standard collection or linkable modules
The Beso Table collection consists of a series of round and rectangualr
tables and a series of linkable modules. The linkable straight, corner and
S-modules allow you to create a large table configuration for the modern
working environment. Compose easily your desired table shape and add
additional accessories.

Beso Table BC 498 x 140 cm
Modules: BS 160 x 90cm, BBS 90 cm, BEB 160 x 90 cm

Beso Table 300 x 140 cm | electrification position C

Materials

The table top is made of plywood with a top layer of oak veneer or laminate
Fenix (Arpa). A number of dimensions can be made of solid oak wood or
solid core Arpa Fenix.

Solid oak wood beam
With a Fenix table top, the oak beam
is lacquered in the same colour as the
chosen powder coat colour. When
choosing a wooden table top, the
wooden beam is in the same finish.

The edge is always chamfered milled (5 mm), excluding solid core Arpa Fenix.

Plywood, top layer oak veneer | 25 mm

Plywood, top layer laminate Fenix | 25 mm

Metal legs
Powder coat. Available in
a range of 33 colours.

Solid oak wood | 25 mm

Solid core Arpa Fenix | 12 mm

Planning examples with Beso Table

Easily create your project with the Beso Table programme in the 3D software
solution pCon planner. An online tool that makes daily work and customer
processes run more smoothly. Discover the planning example settings for
Hospitality, Social and Collaboration via www.pcon-catalog.com/artifort/.

Café

Informal meeting

Formal meeting

Collaboration

Brainstorm

Beso Table accessories and electrification

Beso Table has electrification solutions and cable management. These utilities
for AC, USB and HDMI can optionally be incorporated into the surface.
Cables are cleverly stored in a cable net.

A | 1x 2 Netbox spots

B | 1x 4 Netbox spots

C | 2x 2 Netbox spots

D | 3x 2 Netbox spots

Add additional accessories such as a tray for Beso Table with a depth size of 120 cm.

Beso Table collection

Beso Table | round
H 75 cm
Ø 120 cm
Ø 130 cm
Ø 140 cm
Ø 150 cm
Ø 160 cm

Table top is also available in
solid oak wood and solid core
Arpa Fenix. Electrification is
possible.

Beso Table | rectangle
H 75 cm
L 180 x W 90 cm
L 200 x W 90 cm
L 220 x W 90 cm

Table top is also available in solid
oak wood and solid core Arpa
Fenix. Electrification is possible.
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Electrification is possible.

Beso Table | rectangle
H 75 cm

Designed to fit perfectly at home or within any project context, including
reception areas, conference rooms and quick meeting spaces, the Beso
Table programme consists of rectangular and round tables in many different
sizes and with myriad finish options.
In addition to the wide choice of standard dimensions, the Beso Table has
been expanded with seperate modules to offer even more planning solutions
for contract environments. Discover the new modules on page 12 and 13.
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Base with rectangular double
solid oak wood beam.
Electrification is possible.

Beso Table configurations

The Beso Table collection includes several linkable modules. These modules can be incorporated
into a larger configuration. The modules are available in two depths: 120 cm and 90 cm.
The Beso Table modules with a depth of 120 cm can only be configured as a rectanglar shape.
The Beso Table modules with a depth of 90 cm includes straight, corner and S-modules. Gain
inspiration with the compositions setups below. Other configurations are available on request.

BC 480 x 90 cm
modules: BS 160x90 cm, BM
160x90 cm, BE 160x90 cm

BC 600 x 90 cm
modules: BS 200x90 cm, BM
200x90 cm, BE 200x90 cm

BC 480 x 120 cm
modules: BS 160x120 cm, BM
160x120 cm, BE 160x120 cm

BC 600 x 120 cm
modules: BS 200x120 cm, BM
200x120 cm, BE 200x120 cm

BC 573 x 266 cm
modules: BS 200x90 cm,
BBD 90x60gr, BMB 200x90 cm,
BBD 90x60gr, BEB 200x90 cm

BC 393 x 393 cm
modules: 4x BBD 90x90 cm,
BMB 200x90 cm

BC 597 x 321cm
modules: BS 160x90 cm,
BBD 90x60gr, BMB 200x90 cm,
BBU 90x60gr, BEB 160x90 cm

BC 498 x 140 cm
modules: BS 160x90 cm, BBS 90
cm, BEB 160x90 cm
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